WHAT I WISH I KNEW IN MEDICAL SCHOOL
Event details

Live and in person: Join the American Medical Association’s Bobby Mukkamala, MD, for a dynamic keynote presentation: “What In Wish I Knew in Medical School.”

Medical students are the next generation of medicine, and leadership is required to move the profession forward. The American Medical Association gives students a platform to learn from world-renown physicians on how they would have done things differently in their early days of training and practice.

As part of the Distinguish Yourself speaker series, this exclusive event for University of Michigan medical students will cover today’s burning topics, including:

- Navigating exams (including USMLE changes)
- Building a standout CV & passion paths
- Research opportunities
- Matching with your dream residency
- Distinguishing yourself for residency applications

Plus, enjoy a networking session, delicious food and more.

When

Wednesday, Nov. 2, 5 p.m.

Where

University of Michigan
Taubman Health Sciences Library, Room 6000 | 1135 Catherine St, Ann Arbor, MI 48109